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Purpose:

To evaluate the use of low-dimensional-structure self-learning and
thresholding (LOST) compressed sensing acquisition and reconstruction in the assessment of left atrial (LA) and left ventricular
(LV) scar by using late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) magnetic
resonance (MR) imaging with isotropic spatial resolution.

Materials and
Methods:

The study was approved by the local institutional review board
and was compliant with HIPAA. All subjects provided written
informed consent. Twenty-eight patients (eight women; mean
age, 58.0 years 6 10.1) with a history of atrial fibrillation were
recruited for the LA LGE study, and 14 patients (five women;
mean age, 54.2 years 6 18.6) were recruited for assessment of
LV myocardial infarction. With use of a pseudorandom k-space
undersampling pattern, threefold accelerated three-dimensional
(3D) LGE data were acquired with isotropic spatial resolution
and reconstructed off-line by using LOST. For comparison, subjects were also imaged by using standard 3D LGE protocols with
nonisotropic spatial resolution. Images were compared qualitatively by three cardiologists with regard to diagnostic value,
presence of enhancement, and image quality. The signed rank
test and Wilcoxon unpaired two-sample test were used to test
the hypothesis that there would be no significant difference in
image quality ratings with different resolutions.

Results:

Interpretable images were obtained in 26 of the 28 patients (93%)
in the LA LGE study. LGE was seen in 17 of 30 cases (57%) with
nonisotropic resolution and in 18 cases (60%) with isotropic resolution. Diagnostic quality scores of isotropic images were significantly higher than those of nonisotropic images with coronal
views (median, 3 vs 2, respectively [25th and 75th percentiles:
3, 3 vs 2, 3]; P , .001) and sagittal views (median, 3 vs 2 [25th
and 75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 2, 3]; P , .001) but lower with axial
views (median, 4 vs 3 [25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 3, 3];
P , .001). For the LV LGE study, all patients had interpretable
images. LGE was seen in six of 14 patients (43%), with 100%
agreement between both data sets. Diagnostic quality scores of
high-isotropic-resolution LV images were higher than those of nonisotropic images with short-axis views (median, 4 vs 3 [25th and
75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 2, 3]; P = .014) and two-chamber views
(median, 4 vs 3 [25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 2, 3]; P = .001).

Conclusion:

An accelerated LGE acquisition with LOST enables imaging
with high isotropic spatial resolution for improved assessment
of LV, LA, and pulmonary vein scar.
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T

wo-dimensional late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE, ie, delayed
enhancement) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (1,2) is the clinical
reference standard for the imaging of
scar and/or fibrosis in the left ventricle
(LV) in both ischemic and nonischemic
cardiomyopathy (3–8). Anatomic tissue
heterogeneity at LGE MR imaging increases the susceptibility to ventricular
arrhythmias in patients with chronic
myocardial infarction and LV dysfunction (3). This heterogeneous tissue or
“gray zone” (area with intermediate
signal intensity at LGE imaging) (3)
surrounding or within dense LGE scar
has also been shown to be the imaging equivalent of arrhythmogenic zones
(3,9–11). This area is also a predictor
of all-cause mortality in patients with
coronary artery disease (4). However,
accurate characterization of this area
is dependent on the spatial resolution
of the image (12). Beyond the role of
LV LGE imaging for the visualization of
scar, recent studies demonstrated the
utility of LGE imaging for assessing the
results of radiofrequency ablation in the
left atrium (LA) and pulmonary veins
in patients undergoing pulmonary vein
isolation for the treatment of atrial fibrillation (13–16). LA LGE imaging
can also be used to identify preexisting
scars for risk stratification and selection of patients for ablation (15) and
to predict the risk of stroke in patients
with atrial fibrillation (17). LA LGE
imaging demands three-dimensional

Advances in Knowledge
nn Low-dimensional-structure selflearning and thresholding (LOST)
allows acquisition of late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) MR
images with high isotropic spatial
resolution.
nn Isotropic-spatial-resolution LGE
MR imaging allows detailed visualization of left ventricular scar
morphology.
nn LGE MR imaging of pulmonary
veins with isotropic resolution
allows improved multiplanar assessment of scar in the pulmonary veins and left atrium.
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(3D) LGE acquisition with substantially
higher spatial resolution than that for
LV LGE imaging to assess the thinner
LA and pulmonary vein wall.
The use of 3D acquisition improves
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of LGE
imaging, thereby facilitating increased
spatial resolution. However, 3D imaging
substantially prolongs the imaging time,
which may deteriorate image quality
because the image is more susceptible
to variations in heart rate and respiratory motion, temporal changes in the
accumulation of the contrast material in
the scar area, and changes in the optimal inversion time. Thus, despite their
potential to improve the spatial resolution, current 3D LGE techniques are
limited by long imaging times that frequently result in nondiagnostic images.
Furthermore, a 3D acquisition with
high isotropic spatial resolution would
enable visualization of the enhancement from any orientation, enabling
improved depiction of scar morphology
and superior characterization of the
heterogeneous zone. However, accelerated imaging is required to achieve a
higher spatial resolution and to mitigate
artifacts due to changes in inversion
time and heart rate variability.
Compressed sensing is a recent
technique for rapid imaging with incoherently undersampled k-space data
that exploits the compressibility of images in transform domains (18) and
may provide faster imaging than current
techniques (19). Recently, we proposed
an improved compressed sensing–
based reconstruction strategy called
low-dimensional-structure self-learning

Implications for Patient Care
nn Three-dimensional high-spatialresolution LGE MR imaging can
be used in both patients with and
patients without ischemia for
improved visualization of scar
characteristics.
nn Isotropic LGE MR imaging of the
left atrium can depict the extent
of scar after ablation and may be
used to better assess for noncardiac damage in structures such
as the esophagus.

and thresholding (LOST) (20). This
technique uses patient- and anatomicspecific information from low-spatialresolution images reconstructed from
the fully sampled central k-space data
to adaptively generate a sparse representation for the undersampled image.
This reconstruction reduces blurring
artifacts associated with conventional
compressed sensing reconstruction for
high-spatial-resolution cardiac MR imaging (20).
We performed this study to evaluate the use of LOST compressed sensing acquisition and reconstruction in
the assessment of LA and LV scar by
using LGE MR imaging with isotropic
spatial resolution.

Materials and Methods
All MR sequences were implemented
with a 1.5-T unit (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) with a fivechannel cardiac phased-array receiver
coil. Our study complied with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act and was approved by our institutional
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review board. Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants.

Accelerated Image Acquisition
A 3D randomly undersampled acquisition sequence was implemented for the
accelerated acquisitions, and a net acceleration rate of 3.0 in ky-kz was used.
For each acquisition, a pseudorandom
k-space undersampling pattern that fully
sampled the central k-space (of size 45 3
35 in ky-kz), and randomly discarded the
edges, was generated. This undersampling pattern was then stored as a lookup table. Because the profile ordering in
which these lines were acquired has an
effect on image contrast, and because
rapid gradient switching may lead to eddy
current and flow artifacts, a profile reordering was performed before the acquisition. The selected ky-kz lines were sorted
on the basis of their ky and kz location in
a radial fashion (21), which was used to
reduce gradient switching by limiting the
jumps in k-space between consecutively
acquired lines while acquiring the desired
random undersampling pattern.
Image Reconstruction
We have previously reported the details of LOST reconstruction and comparison with conventional compressed
sensing methods (20). Briefly, the
LOST reconstruction adaptively finds a
sparse representation for a given image
by using the structure and anatomic
features in the image being reconstructed instead of relying on a predetermined fixed transform domain (eg,
wavelet transforms). An estimate of
the image is used to adaptively identify
two-dimensional image blocks of similar signal content, which are grouped
into similarity clusters. For each voxel
of the image, the reference block whose
top left corner is at that voxel is compared by using the normalized Euclidean distance to another block. If this
distance is less than a threshold, these
blocks are declared similar and the
compared block is added to the similarity cluster of that voxel. Then, a 3D fast
Fourier transform is applied to each
similarity cluster to adaptively sparsify the data (20). The algorithm then
alternates between data consistency
Radiology: Volume 264: Number 3—September 2012
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and shrinkage of the 3D fast Fourier
transform coefficients of the similarity
clusters. The implementation details
are provided in Appendix E1 (online).
LOST reconstruction was implemented in Matlab (v7.9; MathWorks,
Natick, Mass), with the adaptive learning and nonlinear shrinkage portions
implemented in C++, and performed
off-line for each coil independently by
using a parallel implementation on a
central processing unit cluster. Final
images were generated by using the
root-sum-of-squares method on the individual coil images.

Patient Study
In a prospective study of LA LGE, 28
patients with a history of atrial fibrillation (20 men, eight women; mean
age 6 standard deviation, 58.0 years 6
10.1) were recruited. Imaging was performed before pulmonary vein isolation
in 15 patients (nine men, six women;
mean age, 62.4 years 6 10.5), including
two with a history of remote pulmonary
vein isolation, after pulmonary vein isolation in 10 (eight men, two women;
mean age, 57.7 years 6 6.4), and both
before and after pulmonary vein isolation in three (men; mean age, 47.3
years 6 6.5), including one patient with
a history of ablation, for a total of 31
cases. For LV LGE imaging, 14 patients
(nine men, five women; mean age, 54.2
years 6 18.6) referred for evaluation
of myocardial infarction were recruited. Patients were excluded if they had
a contraindication to MR imaging. All
subjects were in sinus rhythm during
MR imaging acquisitions.
LGE images were acquired 10–20
minutes after infusion of a bolus (2
mL/sec) of 0.2 mmol/kg gadopentetate
dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany) or 0.1–
0.2 mmol/kg gadobenate dimeglumine
(MultiHance; Bracco, Rome, Italy).
All patients with an estimated glomerular filtration rate of less than 60
mL/min/1.73 m2 received 0.1 mmol/
kg gadobenate dimeglumine. The optimal inversion time was selected to
null the LV myocardial signal by using a Look-Locker sequence before
each LGE image. A free-breathing
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electrocardiography-triggered navigator-gated inversion-recovery gradientecho sequence was used for all acquisitions. Imaging parameters were as
follows: repetition time of 5.2 msec,
echo time of 2.6 msec (5.2/2.6), field
of view of 320 3 400 3 90 mm3 for
LA LGE imaging and 320 3 320 3 120
mm3 for LV LGE imaging, and flip angle
of 25°. A respiratory navigator (two-dimensional spiral pencil beam) placed on
the dome of the right hemidiaphragm
was used for respiratory motion compensation with use of prospective
real-time correction with a 5-mm endexpiration gating window (22,23). Saturation bands along the phase-encoding
direction were used to reduce fold-over
artifacts. A right-left phase-encoding direction was used to reduce respiratory
artifacts from the chest wall.
For each patient, images were obtained with a standard nonisotropic 3D
LGE sequence and a threefold LOSTaccelerated high-isotropic-resolution 3D
LGE sequence. Image acquisitions were
performed axially, except for two nonisotropic LV LGE acquisitions, which were
prescribed in the LV short axis. The order of these images was randomized to
cancel out differences due to acquisition
time after contrast material injection.
The spatial resolution of the standard
nonisotropic 3D LGE image was 1.7 3
1.7 3 4.0 mm3 for LV LGE imaging and
1.4 3 1.4 3 4.0 mm3 for LA LGE imaging. The spatial resolution of isotropic
images was 1.4 3 1.4 3 1.4 mm3 for LA
LGE imaging and varied from 1.2 3 1.2
3 1.2 mm3 to 1.7 3 1.7 3 1.7 mm3 for
LV LGE imaging. The total acquisition
times were approximately 4 minutes for
LA LGE imaging and approximately 3 minutes for LV LGE imaging (with 1.7-mm
in-plane spatial resolution) at a heart rate
of 70 beats per minute and 100% navigator efficiency for both nonisotropic and
LOST-accelerated isotropic images.

Image and Statistical Analysis
Reconstructed LGE images were written into Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format and imported into a ViewForum workstation
(model vR4.2V1L2, Philips Healthcare)
for analysis. A subjective qualitative
693
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Figure 1

Figure 1: A, Axial, B, coronal, and, C, multiplanar reformatted 3D LA LGE MR images (5.2/2.6; section
thickness, 4 mm [nonisotropic] and 1.4 mm [isotropic]; matrix, 456 3 256; field of view, 320 3 400 cm2)
obtained with nonisotropic and isotropic resolution in 54-year-old man who underwent pulmonary vein
isolation. Compared with standard nonisotropic images, isotropic resolution images reconstructed with
LOST and an acceleration rate of 3.0 enable better visualization at different orientations. Nonisotropic LGE
images are degraded by blurring on sagittal and coronal views. Arrows = LA enhancement associated with
radiofrequency ablation.

assessment of image quality was performed by consensus of three independent cardiologists (R.H.C., S.N.H., and
T.H.H., with 3, 5, and 10 years of experience with cardiac MR imaging, respectively) who were blinded to patient
information and history and acquisition
scheme. Both original and multiplanar
reformatted images were used for subjective assessment. For each data set,
diagnostic quality and presence of LGE
were assessed by using a dichotomous
yes or no question. Furthermore, overall
image quality in the assessment of viability and/or scar was evaluated by using
a four-point scale, as follows: 1 = poor,
2 = fair, 3 = good, and 4 = excellent.
Separate scores were given for different
orientations. Original axial, reformatted
coronal, and sagittal views were used for
LA LGE analysis, and original axial and
reformatted short-axis, two-chamber,
and four-chamber views were used for
LV LGE analysis. The nonisotropic LV
LGE analysis was performed with twodimensional breath-hold imaging for
three of the 14 patients and with phasesensitive inversion recovery (24) for four
patients. These data sets were excluded
from scoring and further analysis. Imaging scores are presented as medians and
25th and 75th percentiles. For LA LGE
694

analysis, the signed rank test was used
for imaging scores to test for the null hypothesis that the central tendency of the
difference was zero between the two images with different resolution. Owing to
the exclusion of certain nonisotropic data
sets in LV LGE analysis, the Wilcoxon
unpaired two-sample test was used to
test the hypothesis that there will be no
significant difference in ratings for image
quality between the two images. All statistical analyses were performed by using
software (v9.2, SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
P , .05 was considered indicative of a
statistically significant difference.

Results
LA LGE Imaging
LA LGE imaging was completed in all 31
cases. Two data sets (one nonisotropic
and one isotropic, in different patients)
were declared uninterpretable owing to
contrast material washout and imperfect inversion time. These patients were
excluded from further paired analysis.
LGE was seen in 17 of the remaining
30 cases (57%) on standard LGE images and 18 of the 30 cases (60%) with
LOST reconstruction (discrepancy on
the patient whose standard LGE image
was nondiagnostic).

Figures 1–3 depict representative
cases from patients who underwent pulmonary vein isolation. Figure 1 shows
axial, coronal, and reformatted images
obtained in a 54-year-old patient. Unlike nonisotropic images, isotropicresolution images reconstructed with
LOST can be reformatted into other
orientations without causing blurring
artifacts. Figure 2 is a sagittal LGE image obtained after pulmonary vein isolation and shows enhancement of the
LA and descending aorta. The isotropic
resolution of the LOST-reconstructed
images allows visualization of separate
regions of enhancement, whereas the
nonisotropic resolution exhibits blurring of these regions. Reformatted images in a 50-year-old patient are shown
in Figure 3. Enhancement in the right
and left inferior pulmonary veins is visible with both acquisitions. The advantage of the superior isotropic resolution
is evident on the reformatted images,
which show the ablation ring on the
right inferior pulmonary vein (Fig 3, B).
The subjective image scores for LA
LGE imaging are shown in Table 1. Isotropic images were scored higher than
nonisotropic images in reformatted coronal views (median, 3 vs 2, respectively [25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 3
vs 2, 3]; P , .001, signed rank test) and
sagittal views (median, 3 vs 2 [25th and
75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 2, 3]; P , .001,
signed rank test). However, they were
scored lower in the axial view (median,
4 vs 3 [25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 4
vs 3, 3]; P , .001, signed rank test).

LV LGE Imaging
LV LGE imaging was completed in all 14
patients. Among the seven nonisotropic
acquisitions that were scored, one 3D
acquisition was declared uninterpretable. LGE was present in six of the 14
patients (43%) with isotropic acquisition and three of the six patients (50%)
with nonisotropic acquisition. There
was no discrepancy among patients
where both data sets were evaluated.
Figures 4–6 depict representative
cases from patients with LGE in the LV.
Figure 4 depicts reformatted images
from a 46-year-old patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. The standard
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nonisotropic images were acquired
with a resolution of 1.5 3 1.5 3 4.0
mm3 with short-axis prescription, and
the accelerated images were acquired
with isotropic resolution of 1.5 mm
with axial prescription. The benefits
of the isotropic resolution were apparent on the four-chamber (Fig 4, B)
and three-chamber (Fig 4, C) views,
whereas the reformatted images from
the nonisotropic image were degraded
by blurring artifacts. In Figure 4, C,
the enhancement in the myocardium
on the nonisotropic image was affected
by partial volume artifacts, whereas the
isotropic image showed two separate regions of enhancement. Figure 5 shows
four reformatted images obtained in the
same patient from LOST-accelerated
isotropic-resolution acquisitions and illustrates the complex geometry of the
scar that can be visualized with highresolution imaging. Examples of LV LGE
images obtained in a 32-year-old patient
who underwent imaging for evaluation
of scar before implantation of an intracardiac defibrillator are shown in Figure
6. Accelerated images were acquired
with an isotropic resolution of 1.2 mm,
and nonisotropic images were acquired
with a resolution of 1.7 3 1.7 3 4.0
mm3—all with axial prescription. The
enhancement in the apex of the heart is
visible on the axial images in both cases.
The images reformatted to the long axis
of the heart are blurred with the nonisotropic resolution; however, the enhancement is clearly visualized on the
corresponding isotropic images.
The subjective image scores for LV
LGE analysis are shown in Table 2. The
high-isotropic-resolution images were
scored higher in all of the axial, shortaxis, two-chamber, and four-chamber
views. The difference was statistically
significant for short-axis views (median,
4 vs 3 [25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs
2, 3]; P = .014, Wilcoxon unpaired test)
and two-chamber views (median, 4 vs 3
[25th and 75th percentiles: 3, 4 vs 2, 3];
P = .001, Wilcoxon unpaired test).

Discussion
In our study, we demonstrated the feasibility of using 3D LGE imaging with
Radiology: Volume 264: Number 3—September 2012
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Sagittal 3D LA LGE MR images (5.2/2.6; section thickness, 4 mm
[nonisotropic] and 1.4 mm [isotropic]; matrix, 456 3 256; field of view, 320
3 400 cm2) obtained with nonisotropic and isotropic resolution in 49-year-old
woman who underwent pulmonary vein isolation show minor enhancement of
LA and descending aorta. Compared with nonisotropic resolution image, LOSTreconstructed isotropic image allows better visualization of separate regions of
enhancement; image obtained with nonisotropic resolution exhibits blurring of
these regions.

Figure 3

Figure 3: A, Axial and, B, C, reformatted 3D LA LGE MR images (5.2/2.6; section thickness, 4 mm
[nonisotropic] and 1.4 mm [isotropic]; matrix, 456 3 256; field of view, 320 3 400 cm2) obtained
with nonisotropic and isotropic resolution in 50-year-old man who underwent pulmonary vein isolation.
LOST-reconstructed isotropic images show ablation ring in right inferior pulmonary vein (arrows in B) and
enhancement in ascending aorta (arrows in C), whereas the lower resolution of nonisotropic images hinders
clear characterization of enhancement boundaries. Arrows in A = enhancement due to ablation.

high isotropic spatial resolution (1.2–
1.7 mm3). LOST reconstruction accelerates 3D LGE MR data acquisition by a
factor of three by using a clinically available five-channel phased-array cardiac
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coil system, where the reduced imaging
time was traded off for improved isotropic resolution.
The LA wall thickness is approximately 4 mm, and there are substantial
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Table 1
LA Analysis: Comparison of Subjective Imaging Scores, Diagnostic Value, and
Presence of LGE between Nonisotropic and Accelerated Isotropic Acquisitions
Median Image Score†
Technique
Nonisotropic
Isotropic LOST
P value

Diagnostic Value*

Presence of LGE*

Axial

Coronal

Sagittal

30/31 (97)
30/31 (97)
NA

17/30 (57)
18/30 (60)
NA

4 (3, 4)
3 (3, 3)
,.001

2 (2, 3)
3 (3, 3)
,.001

2 (2, 3)
3 (3, 4)
,.001

Note.—Twenty-eight patients underwent LA analysis, and 31 isotropic and nonisotropic images were obtained. Isotropic images
reconstructed with LOST were significantly better in coronal and sagittal views, whereas nonisotropic images were significantly
better in the axial view (signed rank test). There was no disagreement between the two techniques with regard to the presence
of LGE when both acquisitions were diagnostic. Two subject studies were nondiagnostic owing to an incorrect inversion time and
contrast material washout.
* Data are numbers of images, with percentages in parentheses. NA = not applicable.
†

Image score was reported on a scale of 1 to 4. Numbers in parentheses are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.

Figure 4

Figure 4: Reformatted 3D LV LGE MR images (5.2/2.6; section thickness, 4 mm [nonisotropic] and 1.5
mm [isotropic]; matrix, 376 3 235; field of view, 320 3 320 cm2) in, A, short-axis, B, four-chamber, and, C,
three-chamber views obtained with nonisotropic and isotropic resolution in 46-year-old man with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Isotropic resolution allows superior visualization of scar morphology in three-chamber
view (C), where two discrete areas of LGE are visualized; only one area of enhancement is seen with nonisotropic imaging. Arrows = regions of enhancement.

interpatient variations in pulmonary
vein anatomy and ablation region.
Therefore, isotropic resolution imaging is essential to better assess LGE
in this region. In addition to the imaging of the LA and pulmonary veins,
there have been recent reports of LGE
in the esophagus and aorta following
pulmonary vein isolation (25–27). Although LA LGE imaging is commonly
696

performed in the axial plane, these anatomic structures are in the foot-head
direction and perpendicular to the
imaging plane. An isotropic resolution
substantially improves visualization in
this orientation and provides improved
depiction of the 3D anatomic relationships of different structures. For
LV LGE imaging, improved resolution
will allow superior visualization of the

periinfarct zones, which are predictors
of mortality and ventricular arrythmia
inducibility in patients with coronary
artery disease (3,4). In certain cases,
the isotropic resolution allows distinction of multiple areas of LGE, which appear as a single area of enhancement on
nonisotropic resolution images owing to
the lower through-plane resolution.
There is an inherent difference
in the SNR between the isotropic and
nonisotropic resolution images. Even
if the isotropic resolution acquisition
were fully sampled, it would have approximately one-third of the SNR of the
standard one. Even though the LOST
technique inherently thresholds the
noise on the reconstructed images, the
noise level observed by the cardiologists
in our study was still higher than that
on nonisotropic images, which affected
the subjective image scores in axial view
in favor of the nonisotropic images. We
note that the accelerated acquisition
and nonlinear reconstruction may further reduce the SNR of the final images.
However, to our knowledge, SNR quantification for compressed sensing is not
yet well understood because these algorithms inherently threshold and shrink
the noise in the nonsignal areas, making it difficult to reliably determine the
measurement noise from the final reconstructed image. Further studies are
needed to better characterize the SNR
penalty of such nonlinear reconstruction
techniques. In our LV LGE study, imaging with an isotropic spatial resolution of
1.2–1.7 mm3 was tested to evaluate the
feasibility of different spatial resolutions.
Our 3D LGE images may have a lower
contrast-to-noise ratio owing to the
shorter acquisition time and increased
noise. However, a decrease in the contrast-to-noise ratio was not reported as
a limitation of the image quality by the
noninvasive imaging cardiologists who
evaluated the images. We also note that
because of the randomized acquisition
order of the images and the differences
in acquisition time after administration
of the contrast material, there is an inherent difference in the contrast levels
of the two images.
We have not provided a comparison with the clinically available parallel
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imaging methods (28–30), although it
is not anticipated that these techniques
can offer a similar acceleration rate
with five-channel coils (15,19). The
main difficulty for such a comparison is
the conflicting undersampling schemes
required by these methods. Although
conjugate-gradient type methods can
be used with random undersampling in
parallel imaging (19,31), these result in
performance deterioration and would
result in an unfavorable advantage for
our method. Because washout of contrast material is an important issue in
3D LGE imaging with imaging times
of approximately 10 minutes, it is also
not feasible to obtain sequential images
with alternate sampling as in our previous study (20). A total imaging time
of approximately 30 minutes would be
necessary to acquire isotropic resolution images with both undersampling
approaches as well as nonisotropic
images.
A five-channel coil array was used
in our study. The acceleration rates
achievable with the proposed technique with use of a 32-channel coil array may be different, but this was not
studied. We also note that in previous
studies, parallel imaging was only used
with a twofold acceleration by using a
32-channel system (15). In addition, although we have used an isotropic resolution of 1.4 mm to assess the LA wall,
this resolution may still be insufficient
to assess the thin atrial wall. The prognostic value of the improved resolution
was also not studied.
In conclusion, a compressed sensing–based LOST acquisition and reconstruction scheme can be used for
threefold accelerated LGE MR imaging with high isotropic resolution. Our
work is preliminary in showing that
compressed sensing–based reconstruction is applicable to LGE imaging
for the assessment of LV, LA, and pulmonary vein scar, where the savings
in acquisition time can be traded for
improved isotropic spatial resolution.
Further clinical studies are needed
to assess whether the improved spatial resolution will affect diagnostic
interpretation of data, including an
exploration of the correlation with
Radiology: Volume 264: Number 3—September 2012
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Figure 5

Figure 5: Multiplanar LV reformatted sections from LOST-accelerated 3D LGE MR data set of same patient
as in Figure 4 depict details of complex geometry of scar and/or fibrosis, which can be visualized with high
isotropic resolution.

Figure 6

Figure 6: A, Axial and, B, reformatted long-axis 3D LV LGE MR images (5.2/2.6; section thickness, 4 mm
[nonisotropic] and 1.2 mm [isotropic]; matrix, 536 3 319; field of view, 320 3 320 cm2) obtained with
nonisotropic and LOST-accelerated isotropic spatial resolution in 32-year-old man. Scar morphology (arrows)
is visualized in greater detail on isotropic LOST images.
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Table 2
LV Analysis: Comparison of Subjective Imaging Scores, Diagnostic Value, and Presence of LGE between Nonisotropic and Accelerated
Isotropic Acquisitions
Median Image Score†
Technique
Nonisotropic
Isotropic LOST
P value

Diagnostic Value*

Presence of LGE*

Short-Axis View

Two-Chamber View

Four-Chamber View

Axial View

6/7 (86)
14/14 (100)
NA

3/6 (50)
6/14 (43)
NA

3 (2, 3)
4 (3, 4)
.014

3 (2, 3)
4 (3, 4)
.001

3 (2, 4)
4 (3, 4)
.271

3 (2, 4)
4 (3, 4)
.271

Note.—Fourteen patients underwent LV evaluation. Nonisotropic LV LGE images were obtained with two-dimensional breath-hold imaging in three patients and with phase-sensitive inversion recovery
in four patients; these cases were excluded from scoring and further analysis. Isotropic images reconstructed with LOST were scored higher than nonisotropic images in all views. The differences in
short-axis and two-chamber views were statistically significant (Wilcoxon unpaired two-sample test). There was no disagreement about the presence of LGE between the two acquisitions.
* Data are numbers of patients. Numbers in parentheses are percentages. NA = not applicable.
†

Image score was reported on a scale of 1 to 4. Numbers in parentheses are 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.

electroanatomic maps for LA LGE imaging and quantitative comparison of
the two images in terms of total infarct and peri-infarct volumes in LV
LGE imaging.
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